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Abstract 

Challenges associated with flight control of agile fixed-wing Micro Air Vehicles 

(MAVs) operating in complex environments is significantly different to any larger scale 

vehicle. The micro-scale of MAVs can make them particularly sensitive to atmospheric 

disturbances thus limiting their operation. As described in Part 1, current conventional 

reactive attitude sensing systems lack the necessary response times for attitude control 

in high turbulence environments. This paper reviews in greater detail novel and 

emerging biologically inspired sensors, which can sense the disturbances before a 

perturbation is induced. A number of biological mechanoreceptors used by flying 

animals are explored for their utility in MAVs. Man-made attempts of replicating 

mechanoreceptors have thus been reviewed. Bio-inspired flow and pressure-based 

sensors were found to be the most promising for complementing or replacing current 

inertial-based reactive attitude sensors. Achieving practical implementations that meet 

the size, weight and power constraints of MAVs remains a significant challenge. 

Biological systems were found to rely on multiple sensors, potentially implying a 

number of research opportunities in the exploration of heterogeneous bio-inspired 

sensing solutions. 

 

Key words: Micro Air Vehicle (MAV), turbulence disturbance rejection, attitude 

control sensors, gust load alleviation, bio-inspired flow sensors, biological systems, 

mechanoreceptors 

1 Introduction 

The phenomenon of atmospheric turbulence and its impact on Micro Air Vehicle (MAVs) is 

discussed in Mohamed et al. (2014b). Attitude stability is becoming more of a concern with 

the introduction of increasingly smaller Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and is considered 

critical for MAVs, which face greater stability issues due to their miniature size. Low-level 

flight in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) without sufficient gust mitigation is 

hazardous. Turbulence intensity rapidly increases as height above ground approaches zero 

(Walshe, 1972). The presence of high turbulence intensities can significantly deteriorate the 

attitude stability of MAVs (McCarley and Wickens, 2004, Orr et al., 2005, Galinski, 2006, 

Galiński and Żbikowski, 2007, Lissaman, 2009, Shyy et al., 2010) and is a major constraint 
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on MAV operations. Current MAVs face operational constraints due to severe turbulence at 

low altitudes, which is optimum for sensor resolution in Intelligence, Surveillance, and 

Reconnaissance (ISR) missions. Hence, increasing the operational spectrum of MAVs in 

turbulent conditions is essential to allow MAVs to reach their full operational potential. 

Increased attitude stability and reduced control response time is crucial to attitude control, or 

disturbance rejection systems.  

A review of conventional sensors has been presented in the first part of this paper (Mohamed 

et al., 2014a). Conventional inertial-based sensors can lack the required response-time since 

they measure the response of the vehicle rather than the disturbance itself. Sensing 

disturbances and reacting to them as early as possible will suppress perturbations 

significantly, and consequently increasing the operational days per year. Other non-

biologically inspired sensors that can sense flow disturbances include Light Detection and 

Ranging (LiDAR) and radar. These sensors may be unsuitable for MAV adaption in their 

current form but are mentioned for completion. Size Weight and Power (SWaP) constraints 

currently limit the applicability of these technologies to MAV. This paper focuses on 

emerging sensing approaches inspired by nature. 

Nature’s fliers have evolved to fly successfully close to the ground in turbulent conditions 

thus it is sensible to turn to nature for design cues. Biologically inspired MAVs are not new 

(Shang et al., 2009, Nakata et al., 2011, O'Hara and Palazotto, 2012, Croon et al., 2012). This 

paper explores novel and emerging sensors, many of which are inspired by biological systems 

observed in nature. In this paper we explore how nature can inspire novel sensory systems 

that have the potential to enhance attitude control performance of MAVs. Section 3 of this 

paper reviews the relevant biological systems used by flying birds and insects to sense and 

react to turbulence. These biological systems are the inspiration for many novel and emerging 

sensors relevant to MAVs. Man-made attempts to replicate the functioning of these biological 

systems are presented in Section 4. 

2 The Gust Perturbation Process 

There are a number of unique constraints imposed on MAVs as a consequence of their micro 

scale and operational requirements. Mohamed et al. (2014b) provide a detailed review of 

these constraints and their contribution to attitude instability. Attitude control of MAVs is a 

demanding task in terms of the control input required for straight and level flight in turbulent 

flow. MAVs are required to safely manoeuvre and maintain the intended flight path in 

obstacle-rich environments. The presence of winds in such environments can prevent an 

MAV from reaching its pre-programmed waypoints (Orr et al., 2005). This degradation in 

performance puts the aircraft at risk and often leaves the MAV unable to complete its mission 

(White et al., 2012). Flight in such turbulent conditions is hazardous and there can be 

instances where the MAV is overwhelmed by the atmospheric turbulence and the induced 

local wake of the surrounding obstacles leading to aircraft loss. 

MAVs predominantly employ Micro-electro-mechanical Systems (MEMS) inertial-based 

sensors for attitude sensing and navigation (Mohamed et al., 2014b, Mohamed et al., 2014a). 
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These comprise of MEMS gyroscopes and accelerometers. Such sensors measure the inertial 

response of the MAV to an input disturbance. The reactive nature of these sensors limits the 

time-response of any attempt to mitigate the effect of the disturbance. More effective attitude 

control systems will need to employ sensors that can sense the disturbing phenomena rather 

than the vehicle’s response to a disturbance. These sensors are referred to herein as phase-

advanced sensors. The gust perturbation process adapted from (Mohamed et al., 2014b) can 

aid the exploration of different sensing approaches to potentially measure the preceding 

physical phenomena of the cause of motion perturbation (see Figure 1). When an oncoming 

gust is encountered by a MAV’s wing, the oncoming velocity vector is perturbed resulting in 

an Angle of Attack (AoA) variation in magnitude accompanied by a change in yaw and pitch 

angles. Of these three aspects of the perturbation, the pitch angle variation was identified as 

the most significant for MAV’s attitude stability (Thompson et al., 2011).  

Incident Flow 
Variation 

(Magnitude & Angle)

Structural 
Stress

Roll Acceleration

Roll Rate

Angular 
Displacement

Flight Path 
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67
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FIGURE 1: THE MEASURABLE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS CAUSED BY ADVECTION OF TURBULENT 

PROPERTIES OVER A WING AND THEIR ATTRIBUTED SENSORS ADAPTED FROM (MOHAMED ET 

AL., 2014B) 

Sensors that can detect the disturbing phenomena (or their effect) as early as possible have the 

potential to reduce the response-lag of attitude control systems. Reducing lag can lead to 

improved MAV control in turbulence. The following section explores biological systems that 

can detect the gust-induced events in the early stages of the gust perturbation process (Figure 

1). Detecting these events is potentially advantageous in that it provides phase-advanced 

information to the control system for improved attitude control.  
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3 Biological Sensory Systems  

Animal flight in turbulence has been studied since the 1900's (Hankin, 1913). Animals 

employ a combination of integrated sensory systems linked directly to their central nervous 

system. It is therefore useful to know whether artificial replication of such systems can aid 

attitude control. Although challenging for man-made aerial robotics, birds and insects seem to 

hold relatively straight and level flight even under high turbulence conditions. Different 

animals and aircraft are grounded by varying wind speeds (Table 1) and high turbulence 

intensities (Watkins et al., 2006). Intuitively, the primary factors determining an animal's 

grounding wind-speeds (i.e. maximum endured wind-speed) are the sophistication and 

complexity of their control and sensory systems, and their physical size. Birds such as 

Kestrels can withstand elevated levels of turbulence while hovering and maintaining a spatial 

"head-lock" with a high degree of accuracy for spotting moving prey below. These birds 

provide an inspiration and benchmark for man-made vehicles of similar size. It is thus wise to 

consult nature's flyers for technological cues, to enhance attitude control of MAVs and 

explore their biological sensors for inspiration, which has optimally evolved to sense flight-

related parameters.  

TABLE 1: FLYING SPEEDS OF ANIMALS AND AIRCRAFT, REPRODUCED FROM (TENNEKES, 2009) 

Beafort no. Airspeed Windspeed (m/s) Cruising speed of 

1 Light air 0.5-1 Butterflies, damselflies 
2 Light breeze 2-3 Gnats, flies, dragonflies 
3 Gentle breeze 4-5 Human-powered airplanes 
4 Moderate breeze 6-8 Bees, wasps, beetles 
5 Fresh breeze 9-11 Sparrows, starlings, swallows 
6 Strong breeze 11-13 Crows, gulls, falcons 
7 Near gale 14-17 Plovers, knots, godwits 
8 Gale 18-21 Swans, ducks, geese 
9 Strong gale 21-24 Sailplanes 
10 Storm 25-28 Home-built aircraft 
11 Violent storm 29-32 Diving hawks 
12 Hurricane >32 Diving falcons 

 

However, there are a number of unexplored sensory receptors used by flying animals that 

could be replicated and adapted to aerial robotics. These biological receptors sense different 

parameters such as scent, flexure, or light. Inputs from these receptors are often combined and 

fed through nerves to the brain. Receptors relevant to attitude control include photoreceptors 

and mechanoreceptors. Photoreceptors have been extensively studied in the context of flight 

control (Srinivasan et al., 1999, Chahl et al., 2011), however exploitation of 

mechanoreceptors for flight control is not well established. The following subsections aim to 

provide insight into insect and avian mechanoreceptors before exploring possible man-made 

replicas. 

3.1 Insect Mechanoreceptors 

Flying insects are 'sensor-rich' in contrast to aircraft (Zbikowski, 2004). Insect sensory 

systems contain multiple transducers (Taylor and Krapp, 2007), with outputs from which are 

fused and input to the control system. In their detailed study, Taylor and Krapp (2007) 
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identified flying insects' sensory systems, which comprise of; visual, airflow, inertial, and 

wing load sensing.  

Mechanoreceptors are found almost entirely over an insect's body. These sensory receptors 

respond to mechanical changes that are then signalled to the brain through nerves for 

processing. There are many types of mechanoreceptors associated with sensing various 

mechanical changes such as bending, stretching, vibration or other mechanical disturbances. 

Apart from allowing the insect to detect movement in its environment, they provide the insect 

with information regarding its body position and orientation, which is known as 

proprioception. These receptors generate feedback responses that allow the insect to adapt to 

the corresponding condition. There can also be mechanoreceptors embedded in the wing, 

which contribute to flight control (Taylor and Krapp, 2007). Relevant wing mechanoreceptors 

and their sensing mechanism are explored below. 

3.1.1 Wind-Sensitive Hairs 

Insects are covered in trichoid sensilla1, found near the base of hairs, which can detect airflow 

levels only evident acoustically (Levin and Miller, 1996). These receptors generate a nerve 

signal proportional to the magnitude of the movement of the hair. The nerve signal response 

rate of trichoid sensilla is a function of wind speed, and direction (Camhi, 1969) in addition to 

temperature (Smola, 1970). Taylor and Krapp (2007) state that wind-sensitive hairs associated 

with flight control are located on the head capsule and the compound eyes of some insect 

species. Their location on the head is practical, since the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) would 

be highest in that region due to the laminar flow existing here. It is therefore believed that 

these hairs are used to determine the air velocity vector. The study also speculates that 

trichoid sensilla found on the wings could be used for flight control although there is no 

evidence yet to support this proposition. A later study by Ai et al. (2010), identified a number 

of bristles along the wing margins of the silkworm moth, where it was shown that these 

vibration receptive sensilla inform the control system about the wing beat frequency (see 

Figure 2). Finally Taylor and Krapp (2007) explain that it is an over simplification to consider 

wind-sensitive hairs as purely measuring aerodynamic states such as angle of attack, sideslip 

or velocity magnitude, since their inputs are integrated within the insects visual system to 

output multi-modal responses.  

                                                 

1 A type of mechanoreceptor which can detect vibrations 
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FIGURE 2:  VIBRATION SENSITIVE BRISTLES ON THE FOREWING OF THE SILKWORM MOTH (A) 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE BRISTLES (B) BRISTLES ALIGNED ALONG THE ANTERIOR MARGIN OF 

THE WING. (AI ET AL., 2010) 

3.1.2 Wing Load Sensing  

Campaniform sensilla 2 are another kind of mechanoreceptor found throughout the insect’s 

body, but more relevantly in the wing. Although the location of campaniform sensilla on 

insect wings is highly stereotyped within a species (Taylor and Krapp (2007), they are mostly 

clustered near the wing base. Ando et al. (2011), studied the campaniform sensilla of the 

hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli, and its contribution to flight control. They found evidence 

suggesting that the hawkmoth uses these receptors to determine its wing loading during flight. 

Taylor and Krapp (2007) confirmed the latter by explaining that the campaniform sensilla 

mostly operate as load sensors or proprioceptors, allowing regulation of the wing's kinematics 

in some species. Further research showed that the campaniform sensilla are coupled with the 

ocelli3, thus further complicating its operation (Elson, 1987). According to Taylor and Krapp 

(2007), this coupling combines state feedback and force feedback into a single signal, which 

is used by the insect's control system to encode wing deformations associated with motion 

patterns.  

                                                 
2 A type of mechanoreceptor found in insects which responds to flexure inducing mechanical stress 

3 An arrangement of  "simple eyes" used by insects to detect the orientation 
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3.2 Bird Mechanoreceptors 

Avian wings are rich with various mechanoreceptors, which influence flight control. They are 

located near the follicles of feathers allowing a bird to know its airspeed, detect a stall and 

turbulence (Hörster, 1990a, Hörster, 1990b, Necker, 1985a, Necker, 1985b, Brown and 

Fedde, 1993). Each mechanoreceptor type has a unique response characteristic optimised for a 

specific task. This varies from a slowly adapting mechanoreceptor to a rapidly adapting one  

(Iggo and Gottschaldt, 1974). A bird gathers flow information through its wing sensors to 

respond to turbulence by changing its heartbeat frequency, wing pitch angle and extension of 

primary feathers, or the alula to counteract the aerodynamic changes (Nachtigall and Kempf, 

1971). Avian cutaneous wing receptors are categorised as free-nerve endings and 

encapsulated endings. Free-nerve endings are used for temperature and pain sensing, while 

encapsulated endings are mechanoreceptors, also known as sensory corpuscles (Gottschaldt, 

1985, Sturkie and Whittow, 2000). There are various corpuscles distinguishable in birds 

(Figure 3), however, only Herbst corpuscles4 are considered in this paper for their known 

contribution to flight control in birds as flow and pressure sensors (§3.2.1). Additionally, 

stretch receptors embedded in limb muscles are discussed for their hypothesised use as load 

sensors (§3.2.2). 

 

FIGURE 3: AVIAN SKIN MECHANORECEPTOR TYPES: (A) GRANDRY CORPUSCLES (B) 

MERKEL CELL RECEPTORS (C) MERKEL CELL CORPUSCLE (D) FREE STRETCH RECEPTOR 

ENDING (E) RUFFINI CORPUSCLE (F) HERBST CORPUSCLE (STURKIE AND WHITTOW, 2000) 

3.2.1 Flow and Pressure Sensing 

Herbst corpuscles are another common avian receptor, found in decreasing order in the head, 

tail, neck, wing, back, and abdomen (Stammer, 1961). These receptors are commonly 

distributed in feathered skin and are associated with feather follicles and feather muscles 

(Stammer, 1961, Winkelmann and Myers III, 1961, Ostmann et al., 1963, Andres and von 

                                                 
4 Nerve endings found in feather follicles which sense vibration 
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During, 1990). Herbst corpuscles are vibration receptors that are tuned to a specific frequency 

range and displacement amplitude depending on their location. It is also evident that flying 

birds are granted with larger quantities of Herbst corpuscles, than their non-flying 

counterparts (Sturkie and Whittow, 2000). Their location is also unique within a species, 

where Brown and Fedde (1993) reported that primary feathers of chicken, Gallus domesticus, 

do not respond to vibrations, while Hörster (1990b) reported that primary feathers of pigeons 

are highly sensitive to vibrations. The latter thus illustrates that vibration receptors exist at 

primary feather follicles of pigeons in contrast to chickens, which have vibration receptors 

only in secondary feathers. Herbst corpuscles are also known to be directionally sensitive, 

where a preferential orientation to the feather follicles is evident for optimising the 

transmission of vibrations to the receptors (Hörster, 1990a). They are also densely clustered in 

certain areas such as the leading edge of the wing and the alula (Hörster, 1990a). These 

locations are critical for enhanced aerodynamic detection, providing the brain with phase-

advanced flow information. These receptors are primarily used for flight control, where they 

measure flow related parameters. 

Avian biologists devised methods to locate wing receptors and determine their neural 

discharge response for various stimulations (Hörster, 1990a, Hörster, 1990b, Necker, 1985a, 

Necker, 1985b, Brown and Fedde, 1993, Sturkie and Whittow, 2000). Amplitude, frequency, 

and duration represented the stimulus testing parameters in these studies. Different areas were 

shown to react differently to various stimuli and at varied rates. Hörster (1990b) discovered 

that vibration receptors had varied vibrational response thresholds, which started firing after a 

certain frequency and amplitude were attained. These receptors where shown to be sharply 

tuned to a specific frequency range. The narrow frequency response of Herbst corpuscles 

represents high sensitivity for detecting specific airflow disturbances. It was reported that 

from the tested frequency range of 50-2000Hz, the narrow band of 800/900Hz gave the 

highest sensitivity. The deflection amplitude at the best frequency response was 0.5-0.09µm. 

In another study (Hörster, 1990a), a selection of receptors associated with a range of feathers 

in pigeon wings where mapped. Hörster (1990b) explains that the high firing rate induced at 

certain frequencies could represent a warning signal whenever these frequencies are attained. 

It is speculated that this warning could reflect dangerous flight behaviour such as an over-

speed or simply high turbulence levels, thus grounding the animal. Another speculated 

function of the vibration receptors is for optimal adjustment of the wing's angle of attack for 

efficient flight.  

Herbst corpuscles can detect variation of amplitude of the same frequency. Hörster (1990a) 

tested the discharge of a single Herbst corpuscle, where the frequency was fixed while 

varying its amplitude. Receptors' firing rate was found to be proportional to frequency 

amplitude, with a minimum response threshold. Avian wings also contain additional receptors 

that detect manual mechanical displacements of flight feathers. Brown and Fedde (1993) 

discovered slowly adapting receptors near flight feather follicles, which did not respond to the 

artificial airflow induced vibrations, but rather to the displacement of the feathers in any 

direction. Similar receptors were also found around the primary and covert follicles, and 

responded only to firm pressure.  
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Vibrations are induced by the developing boundary layer along a wing. As the pressure 

distribution over the avian wing varies rapidly due to shear layer instabilities, the covert 

feathers over the wing vibrate correspondingly. The vibration frequency is proportional to the 

airflow velocity. Strong evidence suggests that birds use Herbst corpuscles to measure 

airspeed based on the feather-transmitted vibrational frequency and displacement amplitude. 

Brown and Fedde (1993) found a direct correlation between the neural discharge rate and the 

velocity of artificially induced stream of airflow blown over a selected feather. Through high-

speed cinematography and photography of free-flying birds, rapid vibrations of distal ends of 

primary and secondary feathers are evident. Additionally, covert feathers were also observed 

to vibrate more violently during high pitch-angle manoeuvres, where they lift up chaotically 

while separation progresses towards the leading edge, see Figure 4. Certain covert feathers are 

also responsible for involuntary extension of the alula at high angles of attack.  

 

FIGURE 4: KESTREL’S COVERT FEATHERS DEFLECT IN RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCES 

MECHANORECEPTOR REPLICATION  

3.2.2 Load Sensing 

Vertebrates have stretch receptors embedded in their muscles that detect the amount and rate 

of change in muscle length. These receptors are known as muscle spindles and act as 

proprioceptors conveying spatial information of limbs to the brain. Although little information 

is available on the innervations of bird muscle spindles, they exist in limb muscles (Maier et 

al., 1971, Maier, 1992). It is therefore speculated that these stretch receptors are auxiliary to 

the cutaneous receptors allowing birds to determine gust-induced displacements of the entire 

wing structure relative to its centre of gravity. A simplifying analogy to the latter is when one 

extends a hand outside a window of a car travelling at a certain speed. The hairs of the 

forearm (cutaneous corpuscles) will sense the airflow over the skin surface, but as the hand is 

waved by varying its pitch angle, the shoulder and chest muscles (i.e. stretch receptors) will 

sense the displacement of the entire limb as its lift and drag forces are varied. In birds, both 

receptors complement each other, thus allowing birds to navigate through gusts gracefully. 

3.2.3 Summary of Biological Sensors 

From the previous discussion, it is evident that bird and insect receptors follow similar trends, 

where both sense wing loading at wing base, in addition to feathers and hairs which sense 

various flow qualities, as summarised in Figure 5. Load sensing is important for detecting 
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overall pressure variation around a wing, while feathers and hairs are localised sensors 

optimized for detecting certain flow behaviours, such as separation, turbulence or an over-

speed.  

  

(a)      (b) 

FIGURE 5: MECHANORECEPTORS RELEVANT TO MAV ADAPTION (A) INSECT (B) BIRDS 

Both birds and insects are equipped with sensors that suit their physical, anatomical, and 

physiological properties, in addition to their operating environment. Size and flight regime 

play a major role in the variation of flight sensors where insects require higher frequency 

response and sensitivity to sense parameters of their nano-scale flight regime, in contrast to 

birds that use sensors tuned to a different flight regime. This can be explained by looking at 

individual sensory systems such as flow sensing. Birds use mechanoreceptors at the follicles 

of feathers to sense flow perturbations while insects use hairs, which are more sensitive to suit 

their miniature size, higher flapping rates and their operating Reynolds number. Another 

contributing factor to the differences in transducers is the varying complexity of their brains 

where birds can process complex information eliminating the need for having ocelli eyes for 

example, which is found in flying insects for quick detection of the horizon (Taylor and 

Krapp, 2007, Chahl et al., 2011).  

From an adaption standpoint it is reasonable to explore those animals that have a similar 

operating regime and size to that of MAVs.For example, soaring birds are equivalent in size, 

speed and flight domain to that of many fixed-wing MAVs. Given the current technological 

level and bounding specifications of an MAV, birds seem to provide a better sensory solution, 

where they are a better representation of an MAV in terms of wingspan, mass and Reynold’s 

number. The same argument could be applied to Nano Aerial Vehicles (NAVs), which could 

draw inspiration from the sensing solutions existent in the insect world. However, control 

systems for MAVs might benefit more from being simplified for reduced latencies associated 
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with various technological limitations, making insect sensors more practical. Thus MAV 

sensors can take inspiration from both insects and birds.  

4 Biologically-Inspired Phase-Advanced Sensors 

The function of mechanoreceptors in detecting flow qualities can be replicated in a variety of 

ways. The follicles of hairs and feathers for instance involve different receptors, which can be 

particularly difficult to mimic since a single hair or feather can sense multiple parameters. 

Bio-mimicry (i.e. exact copy) is usually ineffective where biological structures often serve 

multiple purposes (Michelson, 2010). In contrast, bio-inspiration presents a practical approach 

whereby only the fundamentals are exploited for an implementation that suits the application. 

In-terms of mechanoreceptor replication this means that sensing flow parameters should be 

done through individual specialised sensors. For example, feathers can mechanically respond 

to a number of factors depending on their position and condition, such as variations in 

pressure, velocity, or angle of attack. Such parameters can be sensed individually through 

currently available sensors such as: thermal, strain or capacitance-based flow sensors. Their 

use in phase-advanced sensing is discussed later. There are many types of flow sensors. Flow 

sensors can be laboratory-based such as: Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Laser Doppler 

Anemometry (LDA), Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Radio Detection and 

Ranging (RADAR). However such sensors are generally too large to be incorporated into 

MAVs. The following subsections only explore bio-inspired sensors where it would be 

feasible to incorporate onboard a MAV..  Published attempts of using such sensors for attitude 

control are reviewed. 

4.1 MEMS Flow Sensors 

In birds, feathers act as deformable membranes, which detect flow variations while insects use 

hairs to perform the same function. Hence, strain-based flow sensors could be considered 

analogous to a feather and its receptor.  The sensing element of such sensors, is fundamentally 

similar to the feather which deforms with changes in incident flow. The sensing element’s 

vibration and/or deflection is typically measured with a physical mechanism such as electric 

resistance or capacitance which is conceptually similar in function to the Herbst corpuscles.   

MEMS flow sensors are ideal for MAV employment due to their miniature size. They also 

have the benefits of low power dissipation and fast response time, which is essential for 

measuring turbulent flow (McNamara and Gianchandani, 2011). The miniature size of some 

of these sensors allows for their utilisation in small spaces without significantly interfering 

with the flow and consequently altering its behaviour. Miniature flow sensors are widely used 

for fluid measurements in various disciplines. The two most common flow sensing 

mechanisms, thermal and mechanical, are described in Table 2.  

Basic implementations of miniature flow sensors measure localised flow velocity, while more 

complicated implementations can output a magnitude and direction of velocity (Figure 6). 

Often an array of sensors is used, similar to the multitude of sensors used by insects and birds, 

to overcome the limited information available from a single velocity vector. However, multi 
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sensor implementations require a study into the optimum sensor placement and their 

corresponding density in a given area. This can be challenging in MAVs because of the SWaP 

constraints. 

Flow sensors can be used for detecting the surface velocity distribution over critical locations 

of the wing area, such as the points of flow transition, reversal, or separation. Locating 

sensors thus requires a comprehensive understanding of the aerodynamics of the airfoil. Out-

of-plane mechanical flow sensing is another approach that can provide utility in measuring the 

fluctuations in the lift force over the wing (Figure 7 and Figure 8). Other unexplored 

implementations of mechanical flow sensors can possibly allow detection of Angle-of-Attack 

(AoA) variation, where a high density array can be embedded in the leading edge of the wings 

to detect the incoming flow's pitch angle. 

TABLE 2: FLOW SENSOR TYPES 

Sensor 

Type 

Description 

Mechanical  Uses various techniques in the implementation of the sensing elements to measure airflow through 

deformation induced strain variation. Drag sensors have been developed which employ a cantilevered 

structure that deforms due to viscous drag as shown in Figure 7 (Gass et al., 1993, Radhakrishnan and Lal, 

2003, 2005). Another interesting approach is the lift force sensor which employs a miniature flat plate 

airfoil that deflects due to fluid flow as shown in Figure 8 (Svedin et al., 1998a, 1998b, 2003a, 2003b). 

The deflection or pitch is strain measured and is consequently correlated with a lifting force. 

 

Thermal Based on the transport of heat into the moving fluid (Buder et al., 2005, Buder et al., 2007), there are 

various implementations to measure the flow rate. Examples include measuring resistance of a heating 

element, or the current required to maintain element temperature. There has also been early attempts at 

integrating separate heating and temperature sensing as shown in Figure 9 (Stemme, 1986, Lofdahl et al., 

1989). Another form of this approach uses multiple temperature sensors arranged symmetrically around 

the heating element which provides additional directional information (Kim et al., 2003, Kim et al., 2004, 

Ohnstein et al., 1990, Park et al., 2003, Tan et al., 2007). This approach can be used for two-dimensional 

in-plane measurement of flow. Out-of-plane sensing has also been studied which offers improved response 

times, lower power requirements, and improved flow coupling (Ebefors et al., 1998, Chen et al., 2002). 

However, thermal based flow sensors can be sensitive to the operational environment impacting 

performance. 

 

4.1.1 Application to MAVs 

Harsh environments, which are typical of some MAV missions, can have detrimental effects 

on the performance of flow sensors. A practical implementation must address several design 

considerations. For example, operating in high temperatures can “introduce error” degrading 

performance of thermal-based flow sensors. Mechanical flow sensors may also be challenged 

by rain, elevated humidity or fine airborne particles, which can all cause stiction of a 

cantilevered sensing element. High impact forces commonly experienced during the takeoff 

and landing phases of MAVs can also degrade performance.  

Multiplexing of the array and synthesising a response by the control system can potentially 

introduce computational complexities, especially with dense arrangements. Finally, these 

sensors are knowledge-based where they require an in-depth understanding of the airfoil 

properties in the given flight domain, and require calibration to those conditions, unlike 

inertial sensors for example that can be easily adopted by any design, in a “plug and play” 

fashion.  
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FIGURE 6: MECHANICAL FLOW SENSOR ARRANGEMENTS WITH DIFFERENT OUTPUTS: (A) 

VELOCITY VECTOR (FAN ET AL., 2002) (B) VELOCITY MAGNITUDE (CHEN ET AL., 2007). 

 

FIGURE 7: CANTILEVERED MEMS FLOW SENSOR (KIM ET AL., 2000). 

    

(a)        (b) 

FIGURE 8: (A) LIFT FORCE FLOW SENSOR (B) SCHEMATIC OF THE FLAT PLATE SENSING 

ELEMENT (SVEDIN ET AL., 2003B) 
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FIGURE 9: MEMS THERMAL BASED FLOW SENSOR SHOWING SEPARATE HEATER AND 

TEMPERATURE SENSORS (STEMME, 1986) REPRODUCED BY (MCNAMARA AND GIANCHANDANI, 

2011). 

4.2 Artificial Hairs 

Strain-based flow sensors can be modified to mimic the function of biological hair. 

Mimicking insect hairs for adaption to robotics and other applications is receiving a 

considerable interest by researchers (Dijkstra et al., 2005, Krijnen et al., 2007, Bruinink et al., 

2009, Casas et al., 2010, Dagamseh, 2011). The cricket's sensory system sparked the 

inspiration to develop an artificial capacitive hair-like flow sensor array for flow pattern 

measurements (see Figure 10). The fundamental concept of these artificial hairs is to resolve 

mechanical responses induced by viscous drag-torque as a function of space and time. 

Fabricated using MEMS technology, these artificial hair sensors can be made in different 

lengths (100-900µm) and widths (25-80µm) with reduced spacing between the hairs thus 

allowing dense clustering (see Figure 11). It is reported that these physical parameters of the 

hairs influence their response sensitivity and bandwidth (Dagamseh, 2011). A delicate design 

balance is hence required to achieve high sensitivity while maintaining sensor bandwidth. 

The artificial hairs measure the viscous drag induced by relative motion through a fluid. The 

hairs are constructed from rows and columns of conductive electrodes, which are separated by 

dielectrics. The induced torque tilts the base membrane, consequently varying capacitance. 

The variance in capacitance proportional to the velocity of the artificial hair through the fluid.  

The sensors were shown to attain high sensitivity to airflow down to a few mm/s (Dagamseh, 

2011). The stiffness of the sensory hairs can differ for each axis of deflection to provide 

information on the direction of the velocity vector.  
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FIGURE 10: HAIR-LIKE SENSOR GEOMETRY AND ITS BIOLOGICAL SOURCE OF INSPIRATION 

(DAGAMSEH, 2011) 

 

FIGURE 11: SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM) IMAGE OF HAIR-LIKE SENSOR ARRAY 

(KRIJNEN ET AL., 2007) 

Dagamseh (2011) states that there are considerable challenges in the design and use of an 

array of artificial hair sensors. Various issues with electronic interfacing can limit overall 

performance of the sensory array particularly with real-time measurements. To achieve 

spatio-temporal flow measurements, hairs are interrogated solitarily, where each hair in an 

array uses a separate acquisition channel to communicate with a central processor. The larger 

the array, the better the estimation of the flow properties. The size of the array is constrained 

by the available processing resources (e.g., clock speed and memory), the hardware (e.g., 

number and speed of the analogue to digital processors), and wing spaceavailable. Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and other micro-processors capable of parallel processing 

could address some of these computational and timing issues associated with large sensor 

arrays.  

Issues concerning the size, weight, complexity, and cost must still be addressed before large 

artificial hair arrays become a feasible sensing technology for MAVs. Finally (Dagamseh, 

2011) states that further improvements are required to match the biological cricket hair. 
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4.3 Artificial Covert Feathers 

Another biologically inspired variant of flow sensors comes in the form of covert feather-like 

wing panels. Blower and Wickenheiser (2010) replicate avian covert feathers and explore 

their use for gust alleviation. The feather-like panels were installed on the upper and lower 

wing surface as illustrated in Figure 12. The panels act as sensors, actuators, and load bearing 

members. The underlying concept is to integrate sensors with aerodynamic surfaces to detect 

gusts, and alleviate them.  

The work by Blower and Wickenheiser (2010) focuses on the use of the panels for flow 

control rather than their use for flow sensing. For flow sensing, the feather-like panels need to 

be free to rotate in and out of the boundary layer to allow gusts to pass through the skeletal 

structure with minimal impedance. Using piezoelectric panel actuation, the panels will 

achieve enhanced manoeuvrability for gust mitigation. Blower and Wickenheiser (2010) 

suggest that the concept of aero-braking will permit stable flight in elevated turbulence. 

Additionally, trajectory deviation is also expected to reduce considerably, allowing air-to-air 

refuelling of UAS, which requires high manoeuvrability. The research is still in its early 

stages. Blower and Wickenheiser (2011) have explored the aerodynamic characteristics of the 

panels using numerical methods. Later papers (Blower et al., 2011), Blower et al. (2012) 

present results on the development of a dynamic model of the system. 

This approach seems to be better suited to larger unmanned aircraft due to the size constraints 

of MAVs. Furthermore, this sensing approach takes up valuable usable volume in the wings 

which can be critical for storing energy (i.e. batteries or fuel).There are additional potential 

disadvantages associated with the complexity of the approach; its aerodynamics (Drag), 

operation, control and robustness. Failure of one or more panels disrupting the lift distribution 

could be hazardous. Finally, multiplexing, powering and commanding a panel array would be 

limited by the available processing and power resources onboard a MAV.  

 

FIGURE 12: GUST ALLEVIATION SYSTEM MIMICKING AVIAN COVERT FEATHERS (BLOWER AND 

WICKENHEISER, 2011) 

4.4 Pressure sensors 

In nature, feathers act as a deformable membrane, which detect flow disturbances over a 

wing. Feathers vibrate or deflect during flight due to oncoming gusts. A robust replication of 

the function of a feather is to implement surface-mounted pressure taps over the wing to sense 
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the flow disturbances. The deformation of the sensor’s membrane with variation in local 

pressure, is similar to the feather which deforms with flow instabilities. A pressure sensor 

could therefore be considered analogous to a feather and its receptor, see Figure 13. The 

membrane’s vibration/deflection is typically measured with capacitance or strain sensors, 

which are conceptually similar to Herbst corpuscles. Pressure sensors represent another form 

of strain-based flow sensors. These transducers, are based on diaphragm designs, whereby the 

use of various physical mechanisms measure the differential across a thin membrane. A 

description of the most common physical mechanisms employed by the transducers are 

outlined in Table 3.  

 

FIGURE 13: BIO-INSPIRED PRESSURE SENSING FOR MAV ATTITUDE CONTROL 

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF PRESSURE SENSOR TYPES 

Sensor 

Type 

Description 

Piezoresistive  Widely used due to simple fabrication. It takes advantage of the piezoelectric effect to measure the 

deformation of its peizo-membrane caused by pressure. This allows for dynamic detection of pressure 

fluctuations. Its resistors are usually configured in a Wheatstone bridge configuration for improved 

voltage output (McNamara and Gianchandani, 2011). These sensors generally suffer from reduced 

sensitivity and high temperature drift. Krause (2011) states that this sensor type is rarely feasible for 

measuring turbulent flow, although attempts have been made (Kälvesten, 1996).  
 

Capacitive The most common pressure sensory type, which employs a membrane coupled with a sealed cavity 

which deforms under applied pressure. The applied pressure is measured by detecting the strain which is 

outputted as a capacitance between the membrane and an electrode underlying it. This type of sensor is 

greatly researched since it has improved temperature sensitivity, and dynamic range compared to its 
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piezoresistive counterpart (Cho et al., 1990, Farooqui and Evans, 1987, Kung and Lee, 1992, Hin-Leung 

and Wise, 1988). The performance depends on various features of design. There are several design 

variants of the capacitive pressure sensor permitting improved sensitivity and dynamic range (Park and 

Gianchandani, 2003, Park and Gianchandani, 2000, Ming-Shuang et al., 2007, Akar et al., 2001, 

Yamamoto et al., 2002, Daigle et al., 2007). However, capacitive sensors inherently suffer from non-

linearity along with high impedance (McNamara and Gianchandani, 2011, Krause, 2011) in addition to 

the external power required for operation. Packaging effects, and humidity are considered prime causes 

of performance reduction or even failures over lifetime (de Groot et al., 2011). 
 

Optical Typically, utilizes an optical fiber which uses a Fabry-Perot interferometer to detect deformations of a 

silicon membrane attached to its end. This typical approach has several advantages including reduced 

temperature sensitivity, high linearity, immunity to electromagnetic interference and capability of 

multiplexing. This sensor type is more suited for array implementations. The setback is the high cost and 

the use of complicated technologies, although an attempt of using simpler technology is published (Lia 

et al., 2010). There are also various other variants studied (Abeysinghe et al., 2001, Chih-Wei et al., 

2012, Reck et al., 2011). 
 

Tunnelling Implementations are either Based on resonant tunnelling diodes, RTD's, which are sensitive to pressure 

(Mutamba et al., 1999, Fobelets et al., 1994), or the use of sharp tips near deformable 

membranes(Chingwen and Najafi, 1994). The latter requires a closed-loop system controlling the tip 

placement where the force required is the output. 
 

Resonant Operates by measuring the stress or the damping coefficient induced by a change in resonant frequency 

which is caused by pressure (Greenwood, 1984, Petersen et al., 1991, Andrews et al., 1993, Welham et 

al., 1999, Burns et al., 1995, Melvas et al., 2001). For improved performance the vibrating element is 

sealed in a vacuum to prevent gas damping. Although potentially this sensor has superior precision, it 

suffers from fabrication complexities, and consequently increased costs. Stiction can also be 

problematic. 
 

 

4.4.1 Surface Embedded Pressure Sensors 

Pressure sensors are largely employed by MAVs as velocity and/or barometric sensors along 

with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for navigation. Recently Watkins and Melbourne 

(2003), drawing inspiration from the function of avian feathers, proposed the use of readily 

available pressure sensors as an input for MAV attitude control. The concept has been further 

explored by a number of researchers. Patel et al. (2007), Bowles et al. (2009) explored the 

time response of pressure sensors for predicting leading edge flow separation, in order to 

trigger a plasma flow actuator. Cox et al. (2010) also used pressure-based sensing to 

approximate sectional lift to provide a feedback signal for automated flap control. Barnwell 

(2003), Lion (2007) studied the effectiveness of a morphing wing type control strategy based 

on pressure feedback. Pressure-based feedback has also been utilized for guiding a small fixed 

wing UAV through a hover transition manoeuvre (Yeo et al., 2012). Other attempts involve 

detecting leading edge flow separation, or predicting angle of attack using specially fabricated 

pressure or shear sensors, which were imbedded in the wing of an UAV (Xu et al., 2003, 

Callegari et al., 2006, Fei et al., 2007). More relevantly the feasibility of using the pressure 

signal from a few well-positioned pressure taps as a control input for MAVs was 

demonstrated numerically using simulations (Shen and Xu, 2013) and statistically using 

correlation studies (Marino et al., 2012). Finally, Guerreiro and Hubbard Jr (2008) explored 

the use of pressure information from a few selected positions on a model aircraft for lift 

distribution control.  

This promising concept is innovative and practical whereby it takes advantage of the 

miniature commercially available pressure transducers; a mature sensing technology for 
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measuring flow parameters. This reduces the costs and complexities significantly building on 

the available technology. However, pressure sensing suffers from operational setbacks 

challenging its application in MAVs. In the context of attitude control, multiplexing maybe 

necessary, even with attempts to reduce the number of measurement locations (Marino et al., 

2012). Tubing is necessary for sensors not embedded in the wing. Pressure tubing has its own 

robustness issues in terms of obstruction, and internal volume sensitivity. The dynamic 

response of tubing is sometimes an issue and whilst dynamic calibration and correction (see 

Bergh and Tijdeman (1965)) is becoming increasingly commonplace, calibration of different 

lengths of tubing can introduce further complexities as well as repeatability issues. 

Maintaining a reference pressure is also problematic due to environmental drift, induced by 

temperature variation for example. Although, surface embedment of MEMS pressure sensors 

can eliminate some of the setbacks associated with tubing, it comes at the price of fabrication 

complexities. Embedding sensors into the wing is limited by the thickness of the MAVs 

airfoil. 

4.5 Load Sensors 

Load sensors can be used to measure the destabilising effects of flow disturbances on the 

flight vehicle. These sensors can be replicated using commercially available strain sensors 

such as strain gauges or piezo film. Such sensors can be utilised in wing load estimation of 

MAVs to potentially predict the vehicle’s attitude. Limited research has been conducted in 

replicating biological load receptors. Although the time advantage of load sensing is limited, 

it can still complement a control system, potentially improving attitude estimation.  

5 Discussion 

Investigating novel approaches for attitude sensing in MAVs can potentially create a new 

generation of less turbulence-prone MAVs. The published literature focuses on improvements 

of conventional inertial and optical based sensors for extracting further performance gains, 

rather than investigating novel sensory approaches (Saukoski et al., 2007, Sung et al., 2008, 

Dong et al., 2006, Miao et al., 2007, Chae et al., 2005, Xiao et al., 2008, Ruffier and 

Franceschini, 2005, Aubépart and Franceschini, 2007, Kendoul et al., 2009, Chahl et al., 

2011, Taylor et al., 2003). The apparent objective of these studies is the extraction of further 

performance through advancements in signal processing, measurement techniques, and 

fabrication. It seems from some of the literature that conventional sensors are enough for 

attitude control. Although this notion is somewhat true for larger Unmanned Aircraft (UA) 

and commercial aircraft, it is not the only possible turbulence mitigation technique applicable 

for MAVs, which operate in a more challenging turbulence environment. The majority of the 

reviewed studies target a diversity of applications with only a few specifically targeting aerial 

robotics. Thus, opportunities to exploit aerodynamics to explore novel sensory approaches 

have been missed.  

Sensor fusion is evident in animals, where birds and insects employ different transducers 

feeding the same sensory system, which in return, signals the control system (Taylor and 

Krapp, 2007). Hence, future MAV automatic guidance and control systems are likely to 
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employ multiple sensors, which could be fused together or integrated individually. The review 

identified the potential benefits of biologically inspired sensors. The potential advantages of 

using combinations of the reviewed sensors have yet to be explored. Hence, more research 

focus is required in this area, to extracting further potential performance gains through various 

sensor combinations.  

6 Conclusion 

Nature has inspired a wide range of emerging sensing techniques applicable to MAVs. It was 

found that birds and insects use different types of mechanoreceptors tuned for either local 

flow sensing or total wing-load sensing to assist their flight in high turbulence conditions. 

Current efforts to replicate the function of these receptors have focussed on flow and 

pressure-based sensing approaches. Research into flow and pressure-based sensing 

approaches are still embryonic, with few flight-proven systems. Another biologically inspired 

sensing opportunity lies in load sensors; however, research into their replication and 

application to MAVs could not be identified in the literature. 

A number of vital research questions and challenges remain for these emerging sensing 

technologies. The greatest challenge lies in the development of feasible systems that meet the 

stringent SWaP constraints of MAVs. In particular it is not the sensors themselves, but the 

auxillary sub-components (hardware, installation, and wiring) and the algorithmic integration 

(CPUs and novel algorithms) of their measurements that build the gap in attitude stabilisation 

and control technologies for MAVs. Whilst phase-advanced sensing has the potential to 

reduce the disturbing effect of turbulence, a more pragmatic research question is in 

determining the net benefit over traditional inertial/reactive sensing approaches. Answering 

this question must take into consideration the practical penalties (e.g., SWaP and drag) 

incurred in implementing biologically inspired systems.  

Research has primarily focussed on the replication of single sensors. Nature’s flyers do not 

rely on single sensors. Hence, significant research opportunity lies in the exploration of 

optimal configuration of single-type sensors (e.g., sensing arrays), combinations of different 

biologically inspired sensors, and algorithms for multi-sensor fusion. 

In summary, there are many new sensing opportunities emerging with potential application to 

MAVs. The primary challenge is in their practical construction and implementation at small 

scales. However, if the current trend in technology-miniaturisation continues, then this 

challenge is likely to be quickly overcome. 
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